DO YOU WANNA TOUCH?

The secret better sex is as simple as talking to your partner — letting them know what you’re into and asking what they like. It can feel awkward at first, but it doesn’t have to be that way.

Here are some tips to make your next hook up way sexier!

**Communication is Sexy.**

Use Your Words All Night Long.

**Read Bodies, Not Minds.**

The Importance of Body Language.

If you’re not going to use your words to figure out what makes your partner happy, you’re going to need to be a body language expert. Pay attention to all signs — don’t be selfish...you’re not the only one who should get pleasure.

If you see:

![Emojis](emoji1) ![Emojis](emoji2) ![Emojis](emoji3) ![Emojis](emoji4) ![Emojis](emoji5)

Keep Going & Keep Checking In!

If you see:

![Emojis](emoji6) ![Emojis](emoji7) ![Emojis](emoji8) ![Emojis](emoji9) ![Emojis](emoji10)

PAUSE & Ask What’s Going On!

If you see:
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STOP IMMEDIATELY & Asking What’s Up.

**Sexy Songs**

Learn Sexy Talk from the Masters.

- Your wish is my command, I submit to your demands...I’ll make love to you, like you want me to — “I’ll Make Love to You,” Boys II Men
- You make it so good I don’t wanna leave, but I gotta know, what’s your fantasy — “Fantasy” by Ludacris
- I’m asking you, baby, to get it on with me — “Let’s Get It On” by Marvin Gaye
- I’ll let you put your hands on me in my skin tight jeans — “Teenage Dream” by Katy Perry
- If you want my body and you think I’m sexy, come on, sugar, tell me so — “Do Ya Think I’m Sexy” by Rod Stewart
- With your permission, tonight I wanna be a little me on you — “Permission” by Ro James

Not only is asking for consent and regularly checking in with your partner healthy and fun, it’s also Butler’s expectation. The Sexual Misconduct Policy defines consent as voluntary words or actions mutually understood by each party to be agreement or permission to engage in a specific sexual act at a specific time.
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BEFORE you get hot and heavy:
• What do you want me to do to you?
• Do you want to ___ to me ___?
• I’m feeling ____. How about you?

DURING the fun:
• I love when you touch ____.
• Where would you like me to touch you?
• Tell me what you want.

Pillow Talk AFTERWARDS:
• That was great. What did you like?
• How was that for you?
• Wanna go again?
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